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Structure of presentation

§ Research background

§ International variations in the heating mix

§ Heat pump policies and country case studies

§ District heating policies and country case studies

§ Conclusions and lessons for Scotland



Research activities, impacts and publications

§ 2019 Paper based on heat policy (Path dependency in provision of domestic 
heating) published in Nature Energy

§ 2018 Report published for BEIS, prepared in conjunction with Vivid 
Economics (International Comparisons of Heating, Cooling and Heat 
Decarbonisation Policies) 

§ 2016/7 Best practice in heat decarbonisation policy working paper published 
on UKERC and Committee on Climate Change website and findings featured 
in the Committee’s Next Steps for Heat Policy report; informed the UK 
Government’s heat strategy in 2017

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-019-0383-5
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/international-comparisons-of-heating-cooling-and-heat-decarbonisation-policies
http://www.ukerc.ac.uk/programmes/technology-and-policy-assessment/best-practice-in-heat-decarbonisation-policy.html


International heating mix in selected countries

Sources: Vivid 
Economics & Imperial 
College (2018); Gross 
& Hanna (2019)



Scotland: renewable heat by technology

Figure source: Scottish Government, 2019



Low carbon heat transition in Sweden, 1960 - 2017

Source: Gross & 
Hanna (2019); 
adapted from 
Werner (2017)



Heat pump policies: country case studies



Sweden: policies and annual heat pump sales 



Germany: rapid uptake of heat pumps in new builds; 
most existing houses are still on fossil fuels

Share of heating in new builds

Source: Vivid Economics and Imperial College (2018)
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Heat pumps – comparison of policies in other countries

Country Investment subsidies Technical standards and quality
assurance

Consumer engagement Regulation (including building 
regs.)

Denmark • HP installation subsidy covering 

small % of household costs.
• Subsidy to replace oil heaters with 

alternative heating systems including 

HPs.

• HP R&D programmes and 

creation of HP test station.
• HP installer quality assurance 

scheme.

• 2-year government-

funded campaign to 
promote HPs as 
replacements for expired 

oil heaters.

• Regulation to completely 

phase out oil burners in 
2012.

France • Income tax reduction (50% of heat 

pump costs).

• Tax credits (25%) changed in 2014 to 
require investment in heating 

systems and building envelope.

• Certification for heat pumps (NF 

PAC – launched 2007) and 

installers (Quali’PAC).

• 2002 – creation of French 

heat pump association 

(AFPAC).

• Regulation RT2012 

mandates use of renewable 

energy in individual 
residential new builds.

Germany • Federal subsidies for GSHPs.

• Market Incentive Programme 2015: 
offers €300 million per year as grants 
or low interest loans.

• Publication of heat pump 

handbook.
• Technical guidance for GSHPs 

(German Association of 

Engineers).

• Information campaign led 

by German heat pump 
association (IWP) and 
German Electricity 

Association.

• Energy Saving Ordinance 

requirements for building 
energy efficiency (2006).

Scotland • Renewable Heat Incentive.

• Home Energy Scotland Loan Scheme 
(up £35,000); SME Loan Scheme 
(loans to businesses up to £100,000)  

- both schemes supporting energy 
efficiency measures and renewable 

heat.

• UK - Energy Saving Trust field 

trials of HP performance.
• Microgeneration Certification 

Scheme – UK wide.

• Green Network of 

exemplar homes and 
businesses in Scotland;

• Home Energy Scotland 

specialist advisors 
provided 2,375 in-house 

visits in 2016 / 2017.

• Scotland - net zero 

greenhouse gas emissions 
by 2045.

• 2016 - ASHPs permitted 

development in Scottish 
planning law subject to 

certain conditions.



Heat pump policies – key messages

• In market leading European countries, policies to promote heat pumps, implement information 
campaigns and increase technical standards have been successfully deployed in combination with 
subsidies. 

• Low consumer awareness and confidence form a barrier to the uptake of heat pumps; enhancing 
industry reputation through standards and regulations have been key in overcoming this barrier in 
countries with high levels of uptake. 

• A lack of policy stability can adversely affect industry confidence. 
• Similarity between the UK and Denmark - in both countries subsidy programmes supporting renewable heat 

technologies have been delayed or terminated, adversely impacting on market confidence.

• Upfront costs: In many European countries capital grants and tax breaks on labour costs have been 
common and successful financial incentives supporting the uptake of heat pumps. 

• In several countries (e.g. Sweden and Denmark) there is evidence that downstream carbon taxes 
on domestic fuels contributed strongly to heat pump adoption – where displacing oil or other high 
carbon alternatives



District heating policies: country case studies



Sweden: policies and energy sources for district heating



Norway: policies and energy sources for district heating 



District heating – comparison of policies in other countries

Country Heat planning Other regulation (including building regs.) Financial support

Denmark • Danish Heat Law of 1979: local authorities 
required to mandate DH connection for new 
buildings.

• Electric resistance heating banned in areas 
supplied by DH.

• Electricity Supply Act, 1976: stated that all new 
electricity production must be from CHP.

• 1990/2000 Heat Supply Acts: local heat plans
no longer legally binding, and DH connection 
at discretion of local authorities.

• ’Triple tariff’ paid to CHP operators based on 
the time of electricity generation.

• Direct subsidies for conversion of old houses 
to DH; completion of planned heat 
networks; and replacement of oil heaters.

Germany • Municipalities can enforce mandatory heat 
planning in certain areas if they choose to.

• Some municipalities have used mandatory heat 
planning, but it can be unpopular.

• German Energy Saving Ordinance (EnEv): 
regulates maximum level of primary energy 
consumption of all new and existing buildings.

• Federal Renewable Energies Heat Law 
(EEWarmeG): requires at least 50% of heat 
demand in new buildings to be supplied by 
renewable energy.

• Bonus payments for electricity from CHP.
• Investment subsidies for heat networks.

Scotland • Heat Map for Scotland developed by Scottish 
government; updated map issued to local 
authorities in August 2017.

• Local Heat and Energy Efficiency Strategies 
(LHEES) – local authority pilot projects. 

• Scottish Government consultation in 2017/18 
on introducing a statutory duty on local 
authorities to develop LHEES. 

• Scotland - net zero greenhouse gas emissions 
by 2045.

• 2014 - UK Government statutory requirement 
for fuel poor homes in England to achieve 
minimum Band C energy efficiency rating by 
2030; same target set for Scotland by Scottish 
Parliament.

• DH Loan Fund: low interest loans up to 
£1M+ with repayment terms of either 10 or 
15 years.

• Warm Homes Fund - supports DH projects 
supplying affordable heat: £150million fund 
across England, Wales and Scotland.



District heating policies – key messages

• Investment subsidies may be necessary to support DH deployment in liberalised markets. In 
Denmark and Sweden, investment subsidies not involved in extensive DH development prior to 
energy market liberalization.

• Pre-liberalization examples: DH companies owned and/or controlled by municipalities, risk 
reduced through planning and regulation of heat supply. Granting monopoly powers to DH 
companies led to ability to access capital at very low rates, and willingness to invest for relatively 
low rates of return. 

• DH schemes may need to access a high proportion of the heat market in the area they supply to 
operate economically. 

• Policy stability is a key success factor: in Iceland and Denmark, perceived policy stability means 
banks compete to loan to district heating projects.

• Carbon and energy taxes on alternative heating sources can also play an important role, e.g. 
heating oil taxed from start of DH development in Denmark in 1970s, and this tax was raised after 
oil prices fell in 1980s, allowing CHP systems to be run profitably. 



UK has its own complex story of politics, history, resources and social change

Source: BEIS (2017)



Thoughts on path dependence

§Sweden and the UK have similar levels of satisfaction
§Costs are acceptable (perhaps less fuel poverty in Sweden)
§But the mix is entirely different
§Natural endowment?
§Maybe – but detailed review shows how historical events led 

to a PATH DEPENDENT outcome in each country
§Where you end up depends on where you set out and where 

you steer not how much fuel you set out with

@UKERCHQ



Lessons from the international experience?

• Heat provision can be transformed. Initially unfamiliar technologies can become mainstream options over several decades.

• Key challenge of decarbonisation is moving away from relatively low-cost sources of energy that form the natural 
endowment of a nation or are a result of path-dependent developments; policy design and implementation should aim to 
create conditions that encourage increasing returns to adoption of low-carbon heating solutions.

• New build homes and off-gas-grid sector have seen a relatively successful transition to low carbon in several countries.

• Policy stability, continuity and support is a key success factor for heat pump and district heating deployment.

• Technical standards, quality of installation are key to heat pump progress – boom, bust and recovery - more co-ordinated 
policies to improve technical standards and enhance marketing and promotion of heat pumps and district heating could 
help to raise consumer awareness and credibility of these technologies.

• Fossil fuel or carbon taxation has been successful in building stable low-carbon heat markets in Sweden and Denmark. 
Subsidies for replacing oil and electric heating can also be effective in stimulating demand both for heat pumps and district
heating.

• Strong planning policy is a feature of most large-scale district heating development. Planning and regulatory frameworks 
needed to give heat network developers confidence. 

• Spatial scale of heat/energy-system governance: in several European countries municipal government has been a key agent 
in district heating deployment. In Scotland, the government has led heat mapping and is piloting local authority heat and 
energy efficiency strategies.


